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700 Series
flat screen accessories

Designed to be displayed

The Audipack 700 series is a range of supports and stands for flat panel monitors and televisions, based on a newly developed hightech aluminium extrusion.
This extrusion matches all the high functional, technical and esthetical demands of today, creating a basis for innumerable applications where design, safety, user-friendliness and flexibility are key factors.
The extrusion has 3 integrated cable channels so that video-, data- and power supply can be separated completely. These channels
are covered with lightweight aluminium covers on the front- and backside which are easily mounted to the base profile with a special
clicking system.
The 700-series knows innumerable application possibilities in stands, displays, wall- and ceiling attachments for both rental and
fixed installations, for 1 or more monitors underneath one another or back-to-back, with optional theft delaying accessories, with single or double columns and several optional accessories trays. Fixed installations are possible as well, to a maximum of 6 monitors
on 1 column with a maximal length of 6000mm.
All the systems are supplied with a lockable monitor head which is adjustable to the total column length and which is mountable
without any special tools; theft delaying models excluded.
For all systems applies that an optional Audipack flat screen bracket for the specific brand/model which will be used on the system
is needed. Different column lengths and/or colours are available on request.
390700
Flat screen stand for semi or permanent use. The 2 columns are
screwed directly to the floor plate. The presentation height of the
flat screen can be changed and its position can be either portrait
or landscape. The total height of this stand is 1800 mm. Fits for
flat screens up to 55 inch.
2 flat screens (max. 43 inch) may be fitted to the stand.
390701
Like the 390700 but with each columns separable in 2 pieces
and assembled with easy connecting locks. The 2-piece columns
are extra secured with a build-in solid pin-hole system. The system will be delivered in a special packaging with partly wooden
crate for the column-parts. Ideal for rental purposes.
390704
Like the 390700 but supplied with 4 heavy duty wheels with
brake.
390705
Like the 390701 (separable) but supplied with 4 heavy duty
wheels with brake.

390720
Floor monitor stand. Suitable for flat screens up to 55 inch.
Assembled with easy connecting locks and pin-hole system.
Angle adjustment between 30 and 60 degrees.
390721
Like the 390720 but with 4 heavy duty wheels with brake.

390753
Flat screen ceiling mount for flat screens up to 55 inch.
Standard length 1000 mm. Vertical level flat screen positioning
only.
390754
Like the 390753 but with an adjustable vertical positioning in
0, 5, 10, 15 or 20 degrees forwards.
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